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Abstract— Cross-layer reliability is becoming the preferred solution when reliability is a concern in the design of a microprocessor-based
system. Nevertheless, deciding how to distribute the error management across the different layers of the system is a very complex task that
requires the support of dedicated frameworks for cross-layer reliability analysis. This paper proposes SyRA, a system-level cross-layer early
reliability analysis framework for radiation induced soft errors in memory arrays of microprocessor-based systems. The framework exploits a
multi-level hybrid Bayesian model to describe the target system and takes advantage of Bayesian inference to estimate different reliability
metrics. SyRA implements several mechanisms and features to deal with the complexity of realistic models and implements a complete toolchain that scales efficiently with the complexity of the system. The simulation time is significantly lower than micro-architecture level or RTL
fault-injection experiments with an accuracy high enough to take effective design decisions. To demonstrate the capability of SyRA, we
analyzed the reliability of a set of microprocessor-based systems characterized by different microprocessor architectures (i.e., Intel x86, ARM
Cortex-A15, ARM Cortex-A9) running both the Linux operating system or bare metal in the presence of single bit upsets caused by radiation
induced soft errors. Each system under analysis executes different software workloads both from benchmark suites and from real applications.
Index Terms— Reliability, Cross-layer, Microprocessors, Soft Errors, Failures-in-Time.
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1

INTRODUCTION

I

N the last decade, microprocessor performance has continuously increased, leveraging the benefits introduced by the relentless technology scaling. This trend is expected to continue
providing an integration capacity of billions of transistors. However, several design constraints such as reliability, power, energy
and performance, are barriers to future scaling. In this context,
cross-layer reliability (or cross-layer resilience) is gaining increasing relevance [1][2][3]. In a cross-layer resilient system,
physical and circuit level techniques can mitigate low-level
faults. Hardware redundancy can be used to manage errors at
the hardware architecture layer. Eventually, software implemented error detection and correction mechanisms can manage
those errors that escaped the lower layers of the stack [3][4].
The decision of how to distribute the error management
across the different layers has the goal to meet the system reliability requirements of a specific application, considering its sensitivity to hardware faults. Overall, by considering multiple layers, one can exploit a wider range of information when handling
errors. This leads to globally optimized error management strategies dedicated not only to reliability, but also to other design
constraints [5].
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Several error resilience techniques spanning multiple system
layers have been presented. A survey of single and cross-layer
dependability approaches can be found in [3]. However, at the
industrial level, cross-layer resilience is still mainly guided by
the experience of the designers [2]. A cross-layer holistic design
approach has several advantages compared to traditional single
layer techniques, but it increases the complexity of the design
process since a larger design space must be explored. This translates into an increasing demand for system-level reliability analysis frameworks able to evaluate different combinations of
cross-layer error protection techniques early in the design cycle
[6][7]. Unfortunately, such tools still lack maturity, especially
compared to those available to optimize other design parameters such as power and performance.
Creating frameworks for cross-layer reliability analysis is difficult. They have to integrate data generated by different design
teams (see Section 5 for a review of relevant publications in the
field). Register Transfer Level (RTL) or gate level fault injection
campaigns are among the most accurate approaches to precisely
analyze the resilience of a circuit to different types of hardware
faults [8]. RTL models enable to precisely simulate all hardware
structures of a microprocessor, including memory arrays and
control/functional units. Nevertheless, even using statistical
fault injection [9], the complexity of RTL and gate level simulations (especially when considering large memory arrays) makes
the characterization of several combinations of error mitigation
mechanisms in a cross-layer approach difficult to afford. This is
a critical issue in the early design phases when fast evaluations
are required to take informed design decisions. Moreover, when
considering cross-layer resiliency from a system perspective, applications include operating systems, drivers and filesystems.
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Most of these elements are hard to model in an RTL simulation
environment. This is due either to limitations of the available
simulators or due to the fact that evaluating their contribution
to the reliability would require simulating several millions of
clock cycles running again into performance issues.
This paper tries to overcome some of these limitations presenting SyRA, a system-level cross-layer reliability analysis
framework for radiation induced soft errors in the memory arrays of a microprocessor. SyRA has been created to support designers in the early phases of the design, considering all layers
of a system from the hardware up to the application software
(including the operating system). SyRA exploits a multi-level
hybrid Bayesian model to describe the target system and to estimate different reliability metrics. The construction of the system
is based on simulations at the different abstraction levels. This
allows us to speed up the analysis and therefore to cope with the
complexity of the simulation of the full software stack. SyRA extends a preliminary attempt to use Bayesian networks for crosslayer reliability analysis [53]. Compared to [53], SyRA proposes
a revised model that changes the way technological parameters
are modeled in order to support the estimation of different reliability metrics including: Architecture Vulnerability Factor
(AVF), Failures In Time (FIT) rate, and Executions Per Failure
(EPF). In particular, the last metric enables the designer to tradeoff reliability and performance in a single measure providing a
valuable tool to optimize a computing system. Moreover, SyRA
optimizes the model of the interface between components at different layers in order to cope with the complexity of the analysis
in case of very complex applications, thus overcoming the scalability issues of [53] when considering large realistic software applications.
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The complete tool-chain developed to build the model is described in detail to show the steps required to implement the
proposed approach and to evaluate the computational cost to
analyze a system. This is a key factor in the early design phases
when several design options need to be evaluated. The proposed
framework scales efficiently with the complexity of the system.
On average it is 68% faster than full micro-architecture level
fault injection and two orders of magnitude faster than RTL fault
injection while maintaining a comparable accuracy.
Through the use of Bayesian inference, SyRA supports root
cause and diagnostic analysis. This can drive the effort of the reliability engineers toward the weak portions of the system, thus
reducing the need for over designing. Moreover, Bayesian inference supports speculation on the effects that different protection
mechanisms have on the system. This feature could be a useful
building block to support algorithms for automatic design space
exploration, which are however out of the scope of this paper.
To demonstrate the capability of SyRA, we analyzed the reliability of a set of microprocessor-based systems characterized by
different commercial microprocessor architectures (i.e., Intel
x86, ARM Cortex-A15, ARM Cortex-A9) running both the Linux
operating system or bare metal in the presence of single bit upsets caused by radiation induced soft errors. Each system under
analysis executes different software workloads both from benchmark suites (MiBench [10]) and from real applications. Results
demonstrate the accuracy of the reliability estimations provided
by the framework when compared to estimations obtained by
statistical RTL and micro-architectural level fault injection campaigns and show the capabilities offered by the framework.
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Fig. 1 System reliability model. The model is organized into different layers connected through a set of special macro nodes called interfaces. The core of
the model is a Bayesian network that represents how soft errors propagate through the layers of the system. The figure shows a set of examples of the
conditional probability tables of the nodes composing the different layers and interfaces. The output of the model is a set of reliability metrics for the system.
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SYSTEM RELIABILITY MODEL

This paper focuses on building a framework for early system reliability assessment in presence of radiation induced soft errors
in the memory arrays of a microprocessor. To achieve this goal,
we first propose a system-level model whose main characteristics are:
• component-based: in component-based reliability modeling, system reliability is estimated through reliability
parameters of individual system components and the
way they interact in the system. Component-based reliability modeling can be easily integrated with typical
component-based system design work-flows [11];
• cross-layer: the system is described with a clear separation of its composing layers [49]. The concept of layer
here is used to identify a well-defined portion of the architecture of the modelled system (e.g., the hardware or
the software architecture). This manages the complexity of a cross-layer analysis by splitting the system into
sub-models. Each sub-model can be analyzed using
dedicated techniques aiming at optimizing the simulation and analysis time, later recombining the results of
the local analysis at the system level;
• high parametrization and extension: the model can fit a
high number of heterogeneous parameters and is easy
to extend.
To accommodate these characteristics, this paper proposes
the multi-level and hybrid Bayesian model whose high-level
structure is reported in Fig. 1. The concept of level does not have
to be confused with the previously introduced concept of layer.
The level is a characteristic of the modelling approach. It represents the system by means of a graph organized in two nested
levels: the system-level, in which nodes represent layers and interfaces between layers, and the component-level that splits the
system-level nodes into their components. At the system-level,
the system denoted with S is modeled by means of a bipartite
acyclic directed graph defined as:

𝑆 = (𝐿 ∪ 𝐼, 𝐸)

(1)

where:
• 𝐿 = {𝑇𝐶𝐿, 𝐻𝐴𝐿, 𝑆𝐴𝐿} is the set of layers composing the
system (Fig. 1). Currently, three layers have been defined: the technology and circuit layer (TCL), the hardware architecture layer (HAL) and the soft-ware architecture layer (SAL). At the component-level, each layer
is a graph itself. Its nodes represent the components of
the layer and its arcs the interactions among them;
• I is the set of interfaces: special macro nodes that model
how errors propagate across layers. As for the layers,
the interfaces can also be split at the component-level
into graphs of nodes;
• E is the set of edges connecting layers with interfaces
and vice versa. They are depicted with dashed red lines
in Fig. 1 to distinguish them from the arcs connecting
nodes at the component-level that have different meanings depending on the context;
The bipartite property of the model in (1) satisfies the crosslayer property required by our framework and the isolation between different layers through a set of interfaces. The information that is transferred between the layers through the interfaces that will be discussed in the following sections can be summarized as follows:
• the interface between the TCL and the HAL, starting

from the raw soft error rate of single cells, enables to
compute the conditional probability of soft errors into
the hardware structures;
• the interface between the HAL and the SAL transfers
the information of those soft errors that managed to corrupt the execution of one instruction from the hardware
to the software layer.
The proposed model is hybrid since different portions of the
model integrate different types of information. In particular,
part of the model is a Bayesian model representing how faults
propagate through the system in a probabilistic way, whereas
the other parts of the model are deterministic and are more related to the physical characteristics of the system. The main characteristics that lead us toward the application of Bayesian models for early reliability analysis is their capability of representing
a complex system split into its components and their interconnections (i.e., to represent the architecture of the system). This
differs from simulation approaches that consider the system as
a whole. This is an important feature in the early design stages,
when the system is built and a full picture of the system is still
not available. Bayesian models are a compact representation of
multivariate statistical distributions. They are a powerful formalism expressing how the state of different components (e.g.,
faulty or healthy) is affected by their interaction, and how events
propagate through components. Bayesian models can be efficiently fit on simulation data on a component base. This enables
us to devise dedicated fitting approaches for different components of the system at different layers, thus optimizing the creation of the model as will be discussed in the next subsections.
Finally, Bayesian models are well known to be a powerful tool
for decision support, which is a key element in the early design
stages when decisions must be taken. Interested readers may refer to [32] for additional information on Bayesian models.

2.1 Technology and circuit layer
The technology and circuit layer (TCL) is the lowest layer of the
system stack. It models the physical and electrical phenomena
leading to different classes of faults in an electronic circuit. These
faults, when propagated up to the system layer, are potential
root causes of system failures.
Circuit and electrical level fault modeling is a mature research
field. This paper focuses on Radiation Induced Failures (RIF)
leading to soft errors in memory structures. RIF can be caused
by alpha particles from packaging materials and neutrons from
the atmosphere. While alpha particles induced RIF can be mitigated selecting appropriate packaging materials, neutron induced RIF are difficult to prevent and their impact on the reliability of a system must be carefully assessed [12]. Therefore, we
focus on this type of RIF.
At first, the impact of neutrons on a device depends on the
circuit layout and on the fabrication technology. Since digital circuits are commonly designed based on standard cells, at the architecture-layer, the TCL can be constructed as a set of nodes
each modeling a specific basic cell, with its reference technology
and circuit structure (e.g., 6T/8T/10T SRAM cell, D-FF, latch,
etc.). Each node is associated to the soft error rate of the related
cell (𝑆𝐸𝑅2 ) expressed in Failures in Time (FIT): the number of
failures in one billion (104 ) device-hours of operation.
Apart from the technology and layout, several global and local parameters influence 𝑆𝐸𝑅2 including [13]: supply voltage,
operating temperature, operational location and altitude. SyRA
implements the 𝑆𝐸𝑅2 estimation workflow reported in Fig. 2.
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𝑆𝐸𝑅2 estimation starts from the calculation of the critical
charge of the cell (𝑄2678 ): the minimum charge produced by a
neutron strike leading to a circuit malfunction. 𝑄2678 is estimated
by simulating a neutron strike modeled as a double exponential
current pulse into the circuit [14].
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Fig. 2. 𝑆𝐸𝑅2 estimation workflow. Colors indicate: inputs (blue), outputs
(green), internal computational tasks (gray) and external tools (red).

The cell is modeled as a SPICE circuit while the target technology is fed as a technology compact model. Both (cells and
compact model) are inputs of the estimation process. Cell architectures can be analyzed as far as a SPICE model is available. In
the experimental campaign of this work the SRAM cell structures reported in [15] have been used; as well as, bulk planar and
bulk FinFET ASU-PTM models. HSPICE, a commercial SPICE
simulator from Synopsys, is used to carry out the simulations
according to Alg. 1, but any SPICE simulator that can run ASUPTM models can be employed for this purpose.
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Data: circuit, technology, pulse, temperature, voltage,
input/stored values, sensitive nodes
Result: Qcrit
foreach combination of input/stored values do
foreach sensitive node do
current = 0;
fault = 0;
while fault == 0 do
current = current + ;
setup SPICE simulation (circuit, technology,
temperature, voltage, input/stored value,
sensitive node);
run HSPICE simulation;
analyze HSPICE simulation;
if fault detected then
fault = 1;
Compute Qcrit as current pulse integral;
end if
end while
end foreach
end foreach
return Worst case or average Qcrit

Alg. 1 𝑄2678 simulation algorithm

Since 𝑄2678 is influenced by the input values (i.e., the signal
applied at the input of the cell during the simulation), the stored
values (i.e., the value stored in a cell at the beginning of the simulation), and each cell may have more than one sensitive node,
simulations are carried out for all combinations of these parameters (foreach loops at lines 1 and 2 of Alg. 1). In case of CMOS
circuits (which are the ones considered in this publication), the
area sensitive to neutron strikes is the drain area of the transistors [14]. Thus, “nodes” are transistors. Sensitive nodes are the
transistors where the particle strike can cause a bitflip in the
stored value. For each combination of stored value and sensitive

node, current pulses with increasing amplitude are simulated
(while loop at lines 5-14 of Alg. 1) until a fault (e.g., a flip of a
memory cell) is detected. The SPICE simulation is performed
considering the cell operating voltage and temperature. These
parameters can be set cell by cell or globally for the full TCL,
depending on the design. Since the shape of the pulse influences
𝑄2678 , different rise times from the literature (2ps, 16ps, 33ps and
90ps) have been tested. The falling time is set to 200ps [14]. Finally, the width of the pulse is set as the interval between the
start of the pulse and the instant when it decreases by 80% with
respect to its maximum [14].
When a fault is detected in a simulation, the related 𝑄2678 is
computed by integrating the current pulse (line 12 of Alg. 1).
When all simulations are carried out, the final average or worst
case 𝑄2678 can be returned. In the current implementation, the
proposed procedure simulates the effect of a strike on a single
transistor. Extending it to multiple transistors, therefore considering multiple bit flips, is part of our future work and will not
affect the structure of the model but only the tool- chain used for
the characterization of the technology.
Once 𝑄2678 has been computed, 𝑆𝐸𝑅2 can be calculated
through the Hazucha and Svensson model [13]:

𝑆𝐸𝑅2 = 𝐶 × 𝐹 × 𝐴 × 𝑒

>
= ?@AB
>C

(2)
where:
• 𝐶 = 2.2 × 10=F is a technology independent constant
computed by Hazucha and Svensson;
• F is the flux of neutrons at the specific location;
• A is the area of the circuit sensible to the neutron flux;
• 𝑄G is the charge collection efficiency. If a charge collected by a particle 𝑄2HII is greater than 𝑄2678 an RFI
arises. 𝑄G is the mean 𝑄2HII considering a range of en1
ergy particles. It is a technology dependent parameter
that scales approximatively linearly with the length of
the gate. It can be computed by linear regression from
experimental data for CMOS technologies [13].
The neutron flux F commonly reported in literature for SER
computation is from New York City at sea level. However, F is a
function of the location in which the system operates and is
mainly affected by two parameters [16]:
1. altitude: the flux increases exponentially with the altitude,
2. vertical cutoff: a parameter of the Earth’s magnetic
field depending on the geolocalization.
To account for these parameters, the proposed framework
computes F exploiting the online calculator from Seutest.com
[17], which is based on the empirical model proposed by Gordon
et al. [18]. Resorting to the proposed TCL, designers can model
several technology and circuit level design alternatives, obtaining raw SER estimations, thus enabling a fair comparison of different implementations or operational conditions of a system.
2.2 Fault Dispatcher
The fault dispatcher (fd) is the first interface node connecting the
TCL with the hardware architecture layer (HAL). It is also the root
node of the Bayesian portion of the proposed model. In a Bayesian model, each node can assume a set of states. Root nodes are
described by computing the marginal probability of the node to
be in each state.
The fd models how soft errors affecting the system are distributed among the hardware components. Since we target neu-
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tron induced RFI, it is very unlikely that multiple high-level architectural components (e.g., L1 data cache, register file, etc.) can
be concurrently affected by a soft error caused by a single neutron strike. Working with this assumption that is different from
the case of multiple bit upsets from a single strike in a component, the fd can assume as many states as the list of nodes of the
HAL (V (HAL)). These nodes correspond to the components that
define the hardware architecture of the system (see Section 2.3).
Each state in fd models the event that a soft error affecting the
system targets the corresponding component. The fd is therefore
described as:

𝒇𝒅: 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ∈ 𝑉(𝐻𝐴𝐿) → 𝑃(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝)

(3)

where 𝑃(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝) is the probability that a soft error affecting the
system is located in a specific component (comp). It is computed
resorting to the SER of the basic hardware cells computed in the
TCL as:

𝑆𝐸𝑅2HVW
(4)
∑∀22∈Z([\]) 𝑆𝐸𝑅22
𝑆𝐸𝑅2HVW denotes the soft error rate of a full hardware component, which is the sum of the error rates of the cells used
to build the component. It is important to stress here that the
fd formulation provided here, is a specific case considered in
this paper to model single neutron induced soft errors. Different fault distributions or fault types can be described in a
similar way, given that they can be properly simulated when
analyzing the hardware architecture layer.
𝑃(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝) =

2.3

Hardware Architecture Layer

The hardware architecture layer (HAL) models the hardware architecture of the system. As reported in Fig. 1, the hardware architecture is represented as a Bayesian network whose nodes model
the hardware components of the system. A complex hardware
component such as a microprocessor can be either modeled as a
single node or split into different nodes modeling its relevant
micro-architectural subcomponents. This granularity depends
on several factors:
• the granularity of the results required by the designer
during the reliability analysis;
• the possibility of modifying selected portions of the architecture;
• the availability of tools able to characterize the component in order to generate and populate the Bayesian
model.
The memory arrays of a microprocessors are the main focus of
this paper. This is motivated by the fact that microprocessors are
among the most complex and important blocks of a computing
system and memory arrays are highly sensible to soft erros.
Therefore, the tool-chain implemented in this paper to populate
the model is optimized for the memory arrays of a microprocessor. At the system-level, each node of the HAL is connected to
the fault dispatcher (dashed red arcs in Fig. 1). This is used to
model the event of a soft error affecting the component. At the
component-level, components are connected in a hierarchy to
model faults that propagate from one component to another one
(solid black arcs in Fig. 1). Each node 𝑐 ∈ 𝐻𝐴𝐿 is associated to a
conditional probability table (cpt) defining the probability of the
node to be in a given state conditioned on the states of its parent
nodes.

𝒄𝒑𝒕(𝒄) = P(c|parents(c))

(5)

Fig. 1 reports an example of cpt for the level-1 data cache block
(L1D). The rows identify the possible states of the node:

•

noerr: a fault in the component has been masked and is
not propagated to the software layer;
• hvul: a fault in the component is hardware vulnerable, i.e.,
it has an impact on the execution of at least a software
instruction. These faults are the ones propagated to the
software layer;
• to-<comp>: the fault does not have a direct impact on the
computation, but a corrupted entry has been propagated to another component. In this case, the cpt contains a state for each child node of the component.
Even if the cpt can grow in size (see Section 2.7), not all cases
are realistic. Therefore, the cpt does not need to be populated in
all its parts. Gray elements represent impossible cases deriving
from the fact that our model assumes that a fault affects a single
architectural block at a time (see Section 2.2). Green elements are
deterministic cases that do not require any computation to be
characterized. Empty cells are instead the cases in which a toolchain is required to properly compute the related conditional
probabilities.
To compute these values, the implemented tool-chain resorts
to microarchitecture-level fault injection. For each node, a fault
injection campaign is set up to understand the behavior of the
related hardware component. This approach allows us to accurately simulate, with an affordable simulation time, the behavior
of array-based hardware structures such as memories that are
accurately represented by different microarchitecture-level
models. These structures are among the most sensitive to soft
errors [19][20]. Other hardware structures (e.g., combinational
circuits) are functionally approximated to speed up the simulation and cannot be considered in our framework. This approximation, from the one hand limits the amount of hardware structures that can be analyzed by our framework but from the other
hand it is a key choice to spee-up the analysis in order to
properly model and consider the full software stack.
The proposed tool-chain is built on top of GeFIN, a microarchitecture-level fault injection tool based on Gem5 [21]. Gem5 is
a cycle-accurate full-system simulator that models two of the
major Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) available on the market: (i) ARM and (ii) x86 [22].
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Fault
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Fault
propagates or
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Fig. 3. Hardware soft error injection timeline.

Fig. 3 sketches the implemented simulation timeline. At this
level, we simulate the program with a relevant workload, i.e., a
set of input data stimulating the execution paths of the application and representative of its execution time. The fault-free simulation period represents the interval from the beginning of the
application to the injection of the fault. After the fault is injected,
the simulation continues until the fault propagates to another
component or it becomes visible in the software execution. This
last case corresponds to the clock cycle in which the first instruction affected by the fault commits to the architectural state. After
that moment, the fault can be considered as propagated to the
higher layer. To speed-up the analysis, several techniques have
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Fig. 4. Microprocessor microarchitecture simulation model.

been implemented to avoid wasting simulation time in the absence of faults, both in pre and post injection periods. More precisely, checkpointing was used to skip pre-injection period,
which in average consumes up to 50% of the total simulation
time, and early-stopping of the simulation was invoked in cases
of fault discarding, either due to overwriting or injection on invalid entries.
To implement this simulation workflow, a trace mechanism is
used to monitor the back-end of the processor pipeline (Fig. 4).
The trace includes all information required to analyze the committed instructions: the decoded instruction and its operands,
the data transactions in both registers and memory, the program
instruction order, the processor execution mode (i.e., kernel
mode vs. user mode) and the execution time of each instruction
(to monitor performance deviations).
The tool-chain initially records a fault-free trace and then
compares it against a faulty simulation in real-time while the
simulation progresses. If the faulty entry is propagated to another component or upon a mismatch detection, the simulation
immediately stops. In the latter case, the fault is marked as hardware vulnerable. All hardware vulnerable faults are analyzed
and classified as will be described in Section 2.4. All memory
array structures of the CPU, which occupy the vast portion of
the chip’s area and significantly influence the reliability of the
entire chip, can be studied through the implemented tool-chain
[23]. For the purposes of this study, we will present results targeting five important hardware components: Integer physical
register file (RF), Store Queue (SQ), level-1 instruction cache
(L1I), level-1 data cache (L1D) and level-2 cache (L2). By means
of this characterization, the usage profile of the hardware structures is analyzed considering that different applications may use
different portions of the structure in a different way, thus modifying the likelihood of an error to strike an active resource.
Since the characterization of each node of HAL requires the
setup of a fault injection campaign, to generate the fault list for
each node we use statistical fault sampling as described in [9].
Details about the parameters of the fault sampling will be provided in Section 4.

2.4
Software Fault Models
The software fault models (sfm) are the second interface node

of the proposed model. They model how hardware vulnerable
faults identified in the HAL can be modeled in the software architecture layer (SAL). This isolates the SAL from the knowledge of
the underling hardware architecture.
Previous attempts to analyze software resiliency to hardware faults mainly tried to fully simulate the fault propagation
from the hardware architecture up to software routines. This
analysis assesses if they impact the correctness of the computation [24][25][26]. Differently, this paper focuses on modeling
how the software computation perceives a hardware vulnerable
fault at its abstraction layer. This allows us to decouple the HAL
from the SAL.
We previously attempted to define software fault models at
the level of the ISA of the microprocessor in [7]. Faults are described at this level as alterations that have an impact on the ISA
of the microprocessor. The fact that these faults are defined at
the ISA level, allows us to directly map them on the hardware
vulnerable faults identified in the HAL. Indeed, they are faults
in which a faulty instruction commits to the architectural state.
Among the different sfm introduced in [7], SyRA’s tool-chain
currently implements the models described in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Software Fault Models (SFM)
Acronym

Software Fault Model

Description

WDO

Wrong Data in an Operand

An operand of the instruction is corrupted

DWI

Wrong Data in immediate

An immediate operand of
the instruction is corrupted

OFS

Operand Forced Switched

An operand is used in
place of another

IR

Instruction Replacement

An instruction is used in
place of another

As reported in Fig. 1, the sfm interface node is a macro node
upward connected to each hardware component of the HAL and
downward connected to each node of the SAL. As described in
Section 2.5, the nodes of the SAL model the set of functions of
the target software. To handle the complexity of the models (see
Section 2.7), the sfm node is organized at the component level
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into a tree of nodes. The root nodes of this tree are a set of sfm
dispatchers, one node for each component defined in the HAL.
An example of the cpt of the sfm dispatcher associated to L2 is
described in Fig. 5-A.
A

sfm disp. L2
f1 sfm1
…
f1 sfmk
…
fn sfm1
…
fn sfmk
noerr

B

noerr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

hvul
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

to-l1d

Software
Source

to-l1i

LLVM
Compiler
LLVM IR
Code

f1 sfm1 L2
f1 sfm1 … f1 sfmk … fn sfm1 … fn sfmk noerr
a
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
na
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

C

As for the HAL, to populate the cpt of the SAL nodes, SyRA
implements a dedicated tool-chain whose basic workflow is depicted in Fig. 6.
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…
…
…
…
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a
a
a
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…
…

Fig. 5. Software fault models cpt organization.

The number of states of the node (i.e., the number of rows) is
equal to the number of nodes of the SAL (𝑉(𝑆𝐴𝐿)) multiplied by
the number of considered sfm. A state of the cpt models the
event of the considered sfm happening in the considered function. The columns of the cpt are the possible states of the related
hardware component. As in the previous examples, several columns of the cpt represent impossible cases (gray cells) or deterministic cases (green cells). The white column can be instead
filled by analyzing each hardware vulnerable fault detected during the HAL characterization. These faults can be mapped to
their target function by looking at the address of the corrupted
instruction. Then, by looking at the type of corruption that has
been detected (e.g., data corruption, instruction corruption, etc.),
they can be classified into a target sfm.

2.5 Software architecture layer
The software architecture layer (SAL) models the architecture of
the software executed in the system. As for the HAL, this layer
is modeled at the component-level as a Bayesian network. This
network represents the function call graph of the software application. In the function call graph, nodes of the graph represent
software functions. At the system-level, each node is connected
to the related sfm node in order to model the event of a sfm affecting the function (dashed red arcs in Fig. 1). At the component-level, functions are connected to model the function call hierarchy (solid black arcs in Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 shows an example of cpt associated to function 𝑓n . The
rows of the cpt model the impact of a sfm on the execution of the
function. Based on the classification provided in [24] our toolchain considers the following software faulty behaviors (sfb):
• noerr (masked): the function produces correct results;
• silent data corruption (SDC): the output of the function
is different from the fault free output;
• crash (CR): the function generates an unrecoverable exception or enters an infinite loop becoming unresponsive.

Function
Call
Graph

Mutant
execution
Software Behavior
Classification

SAL
cpts

Fig. 6. SAL characterization workflow. Colors indicate: inputs (blue), outputs
(green), computational tasks (gray).

One of the main goals of SyRA is to decouple the analysis of
the different layers of the system as much as possible. To achieve
this goal, it is necessary to analyze the software layer decoupling
it from the specific execution platform and its ISA. We propose
to use a virtual instruction set based on LLVM (Low Level Virtual Machine). LLVM defines an Intermediate Representation
(IR) that describes the code in a form that is independent from
the target machine.
According to the workflow of Fig. 6, the LLVM IR code is first
executed and profiled in order to generate the function call
graph required to build the SAL. A statistical software-level
fault-injection campaign is then executed to characterize each
function. The peculiar characteristic of the LLVM fault-injector
developed in this work is that it operates by injecting the highlevel sfm introduced in Section 2.4. This differentiates it from
other LLVM based fault injectors such as LLFI [28] and KULFI
[29] that are limited to low-level faults such as bit-flips in program data.
Software fault models are injected in the code by resorting to
the concept of software mutants [30]. For each injected fault, the
LLVM IR code is modified to generate a mutated version able to
emulate the injection of the sfm during the execution. Every mutant is finally executed, and the result of the function is compared with a golden execution to identify one of the sfb previously defined.
The developed tool-chain enables a very high injection
throughput since the software is executed at full speed on the
hosting workstation. It is worth to highlight here that, while
software layer fault injection alone should not be used to precisely evaluate the resiliency of a full system to soft errors [31],
it is effective in our case. In fact, we only aim at analyzing how
an error that already affected the execution of an instruction is
propagated or masked by the software.

2.6 Observation points
The observation points (op) are the final interface of the proposed
model. They allow us to map the information coming from the
lower layers of the model to a set of system-level failure modes
(fm). These failure modes can be exploited to compute a set of
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reliability metrics that are the actual output of the reliability
analysis implemented in SyRA.
Differently from the previous parts of the model, this interface macro node is strictly related to the mission of the application. Therefore, its design cannot be fully automated. Nevertheless, this task is limited to the identification of the outcomes of
the system and on the analysis of their importance to accomplish
the mission. In the worst case, all outcomes can be considered
equally important and the status of the system can be defined as
correct or safe only if all the outcomes are correct.
The first role of the op is to define the software functions
where the outcome of the computation can be monitored. Fig. 1
reports an example of observation points. In this case, two functions (𝑓o and 𝑓F ) define the outcome of the computation. They are
therefore connected to two op nodes in the model (dashed red
lines). The cpt of these special nodes (see Fig. 1) maps the state
of the parent node to a set of user defined system-level failure
modes (e.g., unresponsive system, hazard in computation, etc.).
Whenever specific system-level failure modes are not defined,
the same software faulty behaviors defined in Section 2.5 can be
used to define the failure modes making these cpt deterministic.
All observation points can be then aggregated into a single
node to describe the final behavior of the system as a whole.
Whenever a single function defines the output of the computation (e.g., the main of a program) a single level of nodes is
enough to define the observation points.

2.7 Model complexity
The size of the cpt of the different nodes is the key factor that
influences the complexity of the model and therefore the scalability of the tool-chain. The cpt of the fault dispatcher has a single columne and a number of rows equal to the number of hardware blocks of the system (see Fig. 1). It is therefore not critical.
Also, the nodes in the HAL are note critical (see Fig. 1). The
total number of rows of the cpt of these nodes is equal to the
number of children of the component plus 2. The number of columns is instead equal to the product of the number of states of
its parent nodes and this number is usually low.
The fault dispatcher and the nodes of the SAL are the critical
part of the model. The fault dispatcher could be, in principle,
directly connected to the nodes of the SAL. Nevertheless, given
the amount of states of this node, this would lead to an explosion
of the size of the cpt of nodes at SAL layer whose number of
columns would be equal to:
𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙 = |𝑠𝑓𝑏|Wt × (|𝑠𝑓𝑚| × |𝑉(𝑆𝐴𝐿)|)|Z([\])|
(6)
This is clearly not manageable. The information of the sfm
dispatchers is therefore reorganized through the following levels of the tree modeling the sfm interface node (see Section 2.4).
At the second level, each state of the dispatcher is represented
as a single node (see Fig. 5-B where a indicates that the corresponding state is active, whereas na indicates that the state is not
active). At the third level, sfm information from different hardware components is aggregated together obtaining nodes that
are associated to each function and each sfm (Fig. 5-C). Finally,
for each function, information for different sfm are aggregated
into a single node that can then be connected to the related function node in the SAL. An example of cpt for these nodes is reported in Fig. 5-D.
Even if this tree organization increases the number of nodes
of the model, all cpt, apart for those of the sfm dispatchers, are
deterministic cpt. This means that they do not require effort to
be computed and can be efficiently dealt when solving the

Bayesian model to perform reasoning. By applying this network
organization, each node in the SAL is connected to a sfm node
whose number of states is limited to the number of sfm and the
number of nodes of its cpt can be computed as:

𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑙 = |𝑠𝑓𝑏|Wt × |𝑠𝑓𝑚|

(7)

where:
• |∙|denotes the count operator;
• pf denotes the number of parent functions of the node.
The first term of (7) is the contribution of the nodes representing the parent functions. The second term is the contribution of
the sfm node of the function.
Nevertheless, even with this optimization, the size of the cpt
increases exponentially with the number of parent functions. In
realistic software applications, this number can be high for some
of the nodes (e.g., the main function of the program). This creates problems both when populating the cpt and when using the
model to perform reasoning and estimations. To cope with this
problem, we resort to the Noisy-MAX approach [27]. The NoisyMAX is a generalization of the interaction of a child node with
its parents that allows us to reduce the size of the computed cpt
considering each parent in isolation. By means of this approach,
the cpt grows linearly with the number of parents. This introduces a certain approximation that however will not significantly impact the accuracy of the model as discussed in [27] and
demonstrated by the results provided in Section 4.

3

RELIABILITY ANALISYS

Once built, the Bayesian reliability model presented in Section 2
is a powerful tool to analyze different reliability related aspects
of a system. This section overviews the different features that
have been implemented in SyRA.

3.1 Computation of reliability metrics
SyRA exploits predictive Bayesian reasoning [32] to compute a
set of well-established system level reliability metrics. In predictive reasoning, starting from the fault dispatcher, i.e., the root
node providing information about the fault causes, the designer
is able to update its belief about the state of each component of
the system. This provides information on how faults propagate
across layers and between components of a layer.
The first reliability metric that can be computed using the
proposed model is the Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF)
of the system [33]. The AVF quantifies the probability of a soft
error in a hardware component to manifest as a failure of the
system. It jointly considers masking properties of the hardware
architecture as well as of the executed software.
By looking at the state of the sys node in Fig. 1, the AVF of the
system can be computed resorting to predictive Bayesian reasoning as:
𝐴𝑉𝐹x = 1 − 𝑃(𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜𝑒𝑟𝑟) = 1 − |

𝒖∈𝑼

𝑃(𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜𝑒𝑟𝑟|𝒖) (8)

where U denotes the set of all possible instantiations u, i.e., combination of states of the parent nodes of the sys node. Equation
(8) is a recursive equation. It considers the noerr probability of
all components from the bottom up to the top.
It is well known that solving (8) is a NP-hard problem [55].
SyRA exploits the Bayesian solvers implemented into Smile, an
open library for Bayesian network analysis [34]. Two solvers can
be used: (1) the exact solver proposed by Lauritzen in [35] that
can be used with medium size models (i.e., tens of nodes), and
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(2) the Estimated Posterior Importance Sampling (EPIS) approximate stochastic solver proposed in [36] that can be used with
very large models (i.e., thousands of nodes). Both solvers consider acyclic Bayesian networks, therefore loops cannot be represented in the model (e.g., faults that are propagated both from
L2 to L1D and vice versa or recursive functions in the software
applications). This represents an approximation of the real system. Bayesian networks can be extended to accommodate cycles.
However, solvers for these networks such as the loopy belief
propagation algorithm are more complex and may have convergence issues [37].
SyRA also offers the possibility to compute the contribution of
each hardware component to the AVF of the system. This is possible by setting into the model the evidence that a soft error is
affecting that component. This in turns means to condition the
state of the sys node to a state of the fault dispatcher:

𝐴𝑉𝐹2HVW = 1 − 𝑃(𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜𝑒𝑟𝑟|𝑓𝑑 = 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝)

(9)

The AVF of each component can then be used in conjunction
with the soft error rate of the component defined in (4) to compute the FIT rate of the system:

𝜆x = |

∀2HVW∈Z([\])

𝑆𝐸𝑅2HVW ∙ 𝐴𝑉𝐹2HVW

(10)

SyRA can be easily extended to compute other reliability metrics that are related to 𝐴𝑉𝐹x and 𝜆x as the Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF). Additional work would be instead required to compute
the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) that also accounts for
the repair time in reparable systems.
Both the AVF and the 𝜆x are pure reliability metrics. However,
as discussed in Section 1, designers must be able to trade-off reliability with other design parameters such as the performance
of the system. To enable a joint analysis of reliability and performance, SyRA enables to compute the executions per failure (EPF)
of the system [34]. EPF is the number of times an application
must be executed before observing a system failure. It is computed as:

𝐸𝐼𝑇
(11)
𝜆x
where EIT (Executions in Time) is the number of executions of
an application in 104 hours of device operation. This can be estimated by looking at the duration of a golden execution trace of
the application. This implies to simulate the execution of the application by applying a representative workload for the mission
of the application. When a single workload cannot be identified,
multiple execution times can be averaged, or worst-case execution times can be considered. This is however a parameter that
is demanded to the reliability engineer that has a deep
knowledge of the target application.
As for pure reliability metrics, the EPF is not the only possible
measure. Another option that could be considered is the failures
per executions. It is a function of 𝜆x and of the application execution time, which are both available in the framework. In SyRA
we decided to work with the EPF since, instead of providing a
failure rate, it looks at the length of time a system is expected to
last in operation before observing a failure. In our opinion this
provides a different and interesting point of view compared to
the failure rates.
𝐸𝑃𝐹 =

3.2 Design exploration and diagnostic analysis
The capability of updating the belief of the state of each node
based on the evidence of the state of selected nodes, opens several opportunities to analyze the system.

This mechanism can be used to quickly perform a simplified
early design exploration to understand the impact on the AVF of
the system of different combinations of cross-layer error protection techniques and their insertion points. Let us consider the
example provided in Fig. 1. What is the benefit (i.e., 𝐴𝑉𝐹x reduction) of a single-Error Correcting Code (ECC) in L2? To answer
this question, it is enough to set the evidence that L2 = noerr then
updating the beliefs of all other nodes:

𝐴𝑉𝐹x = 1 − 𝑃(𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑛𝑜𝑒𝑟𝑟|𝐿2 = 𝑒𝑟𝑟)

(12)

Whenever the effect of a protection mechanism can be quantified in terms of its masking probability on the related component, its effect in the system can be analyzed quickly without
any new simulation. Of course, this is not a full design space exploration framework in which complete implementations are instantiated and simulated and an algorithm to efficiently explore
the space is provided. As for the other parts of SyRA it is intended to give quick feedbacks to the designers in the early design phases.
In a similar way, SyRA allows to implement what we call diagnostic analysis. The diagnostic analysis evaluates the model in
the backward direction starting from the leaf (i.e., the sys node)
back to the root. This in turns means reasoning from symptoms
to cause. If we set the evidence that the system has failed (i.e.,
set the evidence that sys = fmi), we can update our belief about
the contribution of each node (hardware or software component) to this failure. This enables us to isolate those nodes that
likely contribute to the failure. This has the potential to drive the
reliability design effort toward the most critical components,
thus optimizing the overall system at the lower cost. A similar
approach can be used to study the impact of a failure in a given
component on the status of the full system.
By resorting to design exploration and diagnostic analysis,
system designers are provided with a powerful tool that enables
early reliability analysis of the complete system.

3.3 Dealing with error margins of the layers
Conditional probabilities populating the reliability model presented in Fig. 1 are computed resorting to statistical fault-injection campaigns at different layers (see Section 2.3 and Section
2.4). Whenever statistical fault-injection is applied, estimated information is accompanied with an error margin that depends on
the amount of injections that have been performed [9]. This
means that each parameter of the different cpts is not an exact
value but is uniformly distributed within the related error interval. These variations must be considered since their combined
effect can influence the system level reliability metrics computed
through the proposed model.
For this reason, SyRA exploits Monte Carlo simulation to
evaluate the impact of this uncertainty. The workflow of the simulation is summarized in Alg. 2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

n = 0;
while n < MAX SIM do
Sample all probabilities with error margin;
Create a model using the sampled values;
Perform the target analysis;
Save the computed metric;
n = n+1;
end while
return Distribution of the computed metric

Alg. 2. Monte Carlo simulation to account for error margins in the cpt.
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It consists on a repeated execution of the target analysis (e.g.,
AVF computation) by randomly sampling at each iteration all
conditional probabilities within their error margins. The proposed Monte Carlo analysis enables to understand how the reliability metric is distributed based on the uncertainty of the parameters of model. The sampling process for each column of a
generic cpt with three possible states is reported in Fig. 7.

operating system. It comprises about 16K lines of C code including 567 functions. The second industrial application (bm) is a
bare metal application for DC motor controllers. It comprises
about 3K lines of C code including 14 functions. Finally, the third
realistic application is an open source software to solve hyperbolic equations on dynamically changing fully-adaptive conforming 2D triangular grids (hpc2). It is used in applications
such as simulations of the propagation of a tsunami waves over
the sea. With about 300K lines of C code and 419 functions this
represents a very complex application able to stress the scalability of SyRA.
TABLE 2
Single-core hardware architecture parameters
A9

A15

X86
32KB

L1 I/D

32KB

32KB

Fig. 7. Sampling process of one column of a cpt

L2

512KB

1MB

1MB

The procedure starts from the measured probabilities for each
state (a). The probabilities are scaled to consider that there is a
certain uncertainty due to the error margin of each measure (b).
Several samples for the same column are then generated randomly assigning portions of the error margin area to the possible
states (c). This procedure is repeated for each column of the cpt
and for all tables of the network.

RF

56 32bit reg

128 32bit reg

168 64bit reg

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes a set of experiments to show how SyRA
can be used to analyze the resilience of complex microprocessorbased systems to soft error.

4.1 Experimental design
Each use-case considered in this experimental setup is a microprocessor-based system. The characteristics of the selected usecases are:
• Hardware architecture: three relevant out-of-order superscalar microprocessor architectures are considered:
(i) ARM Cortex-A9 (A9), (ii) ARM Cortex-A15 (A15)
and (iii) Intel-like i7-skylake (x86). Table 2 reports their
relevant architectural parameters.
• Operating system: a mix of bare-metal and Linux applications.
• Application software: eight benchmarks from the
MiBench1 suite [10], two realistic industrial applications
and one open-source HPC application.
The first industrial application is a control application from
the avionic domain (rta). It is a real-time application with different activation periods for different tasks running on the Linux

SQ

8 32bit reg

16 32bit reg

72 64bit reg.

Tech. Node

65/45nm

32/28nm

14 nm FinFET

Clock

0.8-2GHz

1-2GHZ

4GHz

For all fault-injection campaigns, at all layers, we use statistical fault sampling as described in [9] in order to reach a 5% error
margin with 99% confidence level for all estimated parameters.
Finally, to account for the uncertainty of the model we performed Monte Carlo simulation as described in Section 3.3 with
100,000 samples.

4.2 Reliability analysis
To show the capabilities of SyRA, we start by assessing the accuracy of the estimated reliability metrics. Fig. 8 compares, for
each use-case, the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x computed with our model to the one
computed with a full micro-architectural statistical fault injection campaign. We selected 𝐴𝑉𝐹x for the comparison since it is
the main metric on which the other metrics are based. Microarchitectural fault injections are performed using GeFIN [21].
GeFIN is a micro-architecture level fault injector used in previous studies for reliability assessment [21][38][39][40][42][53].
Microarchitecture-level injection (to which we compare SyRA in
terms of speed and accuracy) is a good reference for measuring
the AVF or FIT rate of the memory arrays considered in this
study since they are precisely modeled in the Gem5 simulator
on which GeFIN is based. Moreover, GeFIN allows us to run the
applications on top of a real operating system thus emulating a
complete and realistic execution environment.
In Fig. 8, all applications except hpc are analyzed on A9. Hpc
is analyzed on x86 since it cannot be executed on a low-end pro-

0.4
AVFs

0.3

GeFIN

0.2

SyRA

0.1
0
ss (A9)

s_s (A9)

s_e (A9)

s_c (A9)

aes (A9)

qs (A9)

ff (A9)

sha (A9)

rta (A9)

bm (A9)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of 𝐴𝑉𝐹x estimated with SyRA and GeFIN considering the joint contribution of RF, L1D, L1I, L2, SQ.
1 (1) string search (ss), (2) susan image smoothing (s_s), (3) susan image edge
detection (s_e), (4) susan image corner algorithm (s_c), (5) rijndael encoding performing AES encryption (aes), (6) quick sort (qs), (7) Fast Fourier Transform (ff),

(8) Secure Hash Algorithm (sha).
2 https://www5.in.tum.de/sierpinski/index.php
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To further strengthen the validation of the accuracy delivered
by SyRA, we exploited a commercial Cortex-A9 RTL model and
an RTL fault injection tool from Yogitech s.p.a. [56] to set up an
RTL fault injection campaign. As discussed in the introduction
of this paper RTL fault injection has important strengths in terms
of accuracy and number of modeled hardware structures but introduces limiations in terms of simulation throughput. Instead,
being based on a micro-architecture level model of the hardware, SyRA limits the type of hardware structures that can be
analyzed but better scales with the complexity of the software
stack. The goal of this comparison is not to decide which method
is better. Both can be applied in a complementary way. Instead,
we want to demonstrate that, for the common ground, estimations provided by SyRA are in line with precise RTL simulations.
Due to the complexity of these simulations, not all hardware
components could be analyzed. Very large memory arrays require significant computational effort to be precisely simulated
during fault injection at the RTL level. For this reason, the RTL
campaign was limited to two components: RF and L1D. Not all
software applications were analyzed in this comparison. To
fairly compare results with the one delivered by SyRA applications need to be simulated for their full duration. Performing
this at the RTL level for complex benchmarks is excessively time
consuming. The application code was modified to work as bare
metal and I/O transactions were emulated by the simulator. We
performed about 1000 injections for evey hardware structure in
order to reach a 5% error margin with 99% confidence level for
all estimated parameters. The analysis with SyRA was executed
in order to resemble the characteristics of the new setup.
Fig. 9 reports the results of this analysis. As in the comparison
with GeFIN, estimations performed by SyRA are consistently
within the error margins of those obtained using RTL fault injection, further confirming the accuracy of the proposed model.
Once the accuracy of the model has been discussed, the capability of the framework can be further stressed. Fig. 10 shows the
use of SyRA to perform hardware design exploration. It compares the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x of rta when executed on the A9 or A15 microprocessor. The figure also reports the contribution of each hardware

structure to the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x . As expected the two architectures report
different 𝐴𝑉𝐹x and SyRA is able to quantify this difference (about
4pp). This difference can be further analyzed by looking at the
contribution of each hardware block. In details, it can be in good
part explained by the contribution of L2 and RF. Looking at Table 2 we can see that A15 has a bigger L2 cache and a bigger
register file. These blocks are therefore less utilized and the probability that a fault will target a live entry is lower. However, the
bigger size increases the fault probability. This trade-off can be
analyzed looking at the FIT rate of the system (𝜆x ).

0.15
0.1
0.05
0

ss

s_s

s_e

RTL

s_c

bm

SyRA

Fig. 9. Comparison of 𝐴𝑉𝐹x estimated with SyRA and RTL fault injection
considering the joint contribution of RF and L1D with applications configured to work as bare metal.

0.3

A9

A15

0.2
AVFs

cessor such as the A9. As shown in the figure, estimations provided by SyRA are consistently contained within the error margin of the estimations computed using GeFIN, even when considering the most complex use-cases. The aes benchmark is the
only outlier reporting the highest deviation of 7 percent points
(pp), which is slightly higher than the 5% error margin of GeFIN.
We have identified the source of this deviation. Aes stores its key
as a constant array. GeFIN is able to inject faults in this data during the fault injection campaign as it is loaded on the system
memory. However, our LLVM analysis workflow currently does
not support the corruption of constant structures. This is a limitation of the available tool-chain that needs to be improved in
future releases.

0.1
0

AVF-L1D

AVF-L1I

AVF-L2

AVF-RF

AVF-SQ

AVFs

Fig. 10. Comparison of the rta AVF executed on A9 and A15.

To compute 𝜆x , Table 3 reports 𝑆𝐸𝑅„ for a single 6T SRAM cell
for the different technologies considered in Table 2. These results
have been computed resorting to the cell characterization procedure described in Section 2.1.
TABLE 3
Soft error rate for 1 6T SRAM cell computed with typical conditions (1V, 50C, New York at sea level).

𝑆𝐸𝑅𝐶

14nm
FinFET

28nm
planar

32nm
planar

40nm
planar

65nm
planar

8.55E-9

1.2E-3

1.19E-3

1.14E-3

1.09E-3

Fig. 11 reports 𝜆x for all use-cases executed on the A9. The
figure investigates the impact of the two production technologies commercially available for this microprocessor. As expected, since the raw error rate per bit of the two technologies is
similar, the impact of the technology on the failure rate of the
system (𝜆x ) is marginal. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the
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Fig. 11. 𝜆x for all benchmarks executed on different commercial technologies implementations of A9.
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significant variance of 𝜆x depending on the executed application
that follows the same trend as 𝐴𝑉𝐹x . It is especially interesting to
note that bm has by design a very low 𝜆x . This bare-metal application is inherently highly resilient to soft errors. Therefore, it
would require low design effort to be used in mission-critical
applications. This type of analysis may help saving resources
while designing the system.
If we repeat the same analysis for hpc executed on x86, we
obtain 𝜆x = 8.632E − 3. This is significantly lower that the one of
all other systems. This is a use-case in which the benefit of the
technology that has a raw error-rate several orders of magnitude
lower than the others is able to compensate the higher AVF.
Architectural and technological design exploration can be put
together to understand their joint benefit. Fig. 12 compares 𝜆x for
rta when executed on two different microprocessor architectures
featuring different technologies. It is interesting to note that, the
difference in the AVF of the two architectures reported in Fig. 10,
considering that the technologies have quite similar raw error
rates is compensated by the bigger size of the memory arrays of
the A15. This is an interesting example to show how, from the
one hand changing the architecture gives benefits in terms of
AVF but, at the same time it makes the system more susceptible
to raw errors. Thanks to the developed tool-chain we are able to
carefully analyze this trade-off and take the appropriate design
decisions.
300
λs

200
100
0
A9 65nm

A9 40nm

A15 32nm

A15 28nm

Fig. 12. Comparison of 𝜆𝑆 for rta executed on different microprocessors characterized by different architectures and fabrication technologies.

As discussed in Section 3.1, 𝜆x is a pure reliability metric that
does not fairly compare CPU architectures that have different
clock frequencies. To provide additional insides on the reliability/performance trade-off SyRA offers the possibility to compute the EPF. We exploit this metric to compare rta and bm under two implementations: (1) A9 65nm Bulk Planar CMOS
clocked at 800-MHz and (2) A15 28nm Bulk Planar CMOS
clocked at 2.5GHz. Fig. 13 reports the computed EPF for the two
applications. The figure reports a very interesting result.

EPF

1E+15

A9

A15

1E+13
1E+11
1E+09
rta

bm

Fig. 13. Comparison of the EPF (logarithmic scale) of rta and bm executed
on two ARM microprocessors: A9 - 65nm clocked at 800-MHz and A15 28nm clocked at 2.5GHz.

While the EPF of bm increases of one order of magnitude, the
EPF of rta remains almost constant. This behavior is explained
by the behavior of the two applications. Rta is a real-time application. Even by selecting a faster microprocessor its execution
time remains constant and therefore the EIT remains constant.
The only change obtained moving from the A9 to A15 is the

lower 𝜆x as reported in Fig. 12. Differently, the performance of
bm is affected by the higher performance of the A15, with a significant impact on the EPF. These two very interesting examples
deriving from the analysis of two of the selected use-cases
clearly show the benefit of the EPF metric that can be computed
using SyRA. Using EPF the trade-off between performance and
reliability can be easily analyzed in a single measure providing
a significant support for the designers.

4.3 Diagnostic analysis
One of the main features offered by SyRA is the possibility of
supporting quick design exploration to optimize the target system. For this purpose, we study the application of a cross-layer
combination of two relevant protection mechanisms to the most
complex of the available use-cases (hpc). The two protection
mechanisms are ECC [43] that works at the architecture layer,
and Fault Tolerance via control and data flow assertions [44] that
works at the software layer. The aim of the diagnostic analysis is
to identify the weak portions of the system and to understand
how the reliability changes when these portions are protected.
We want to remark that the aim of these experiments is not to
demonstrate which technique or which combination of techniques is superior. Being SyRA a framework for early reliability
analysis, we are not interested in delivering a precise implementation of all protection mechanisms in the different simulation
environments, as this will be costly and time consuming. At this
stage, we are interested in estimating the impact of the application of the protection mechanisms on the system to actually decide whether it is worth or not their application. Therefore, Table
4 characterizes the two protection mechanisms with information
extracted from the literature. Of course, if an instrumented version of the software is available, or a library of protection mechanisms is implemented in Gem5, precise results can be obtained.
However, this is out of the scope of the paper.
TABLE 4
Characterization of the selected hardware and software fault
tolerance techniques
Technique

AVF reduction

ECC

100%

Fault Tolerance via control and
data flow assertions

85%

We exploited SyRA’s to analyze 600 variations of the original
system in which randomly selected groups of hardware/software components have been protected using the two considered
protection techniques. Protecting a component means updating
its cpt according to the masking capability of the protection technique calculating a new value for 𝐴𝑉𝐹x . Fig. 14 shows the results
of this analysis.
The horizontal axis reports the number of protected components. For instance, when the number of protected components
is equal to 5 it means that 5 nodes of the system have been randomly selected to be protected using the two selected protection
mechanisms. Candidate nodes are the five memory arrays considered in the HAL and all functions of the software applications. The protection mechanisms described in Table 4 are applied to the full component (e.g., if RF is selected the ECC is applied to all its entries). We use a random selection of the components to give an overview of the characteristics of the design
space that SyRA can explore. The vertical axis instead reports
𝐴𝑉𝐹x . Each gray point represents a considered system. At a first
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look this figure shows that, protecting a high number of components does not always translates into benefits on the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x . Even
considering a fixed number of protected components, depending on the selected nodes the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x changes. Interestingly, we
marked in red a set of systems in which the protected components have been selected using SyRA’s diagnostic analysis as follows. The original system has been incrementally protected
through several iterations. At each iteration, the most critical
component of the system has been identified and protected (see
Section 3.2). The figure shows that, by protecting just 9 components selected carefully, it is possible to reach a very low AVF
equal to 0.008 (green dot).
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Fig. 14. SyRA diagnostic analysis for the hpc benchmark. Gray dots show the
𝐴𝑉𝐹x of 600 combinations of randomly protected components. Red dots
identify the 𝐴𝑉𝐹x obtained by incrementally protecting the worst-case component identified through SyRA diagnostic analysis. The green dot represents the best system.

Hours of computations

The example provided in this section is a simple demonstration
of the potential that SyRA offers to the designers that want to
tune the system to the specific applications.
The capability of SyRA to preform sensitivity analysis and to
estimate quickly the effect of different protection mechanisms on
selected portions of a system suggests that it could be exploited
as a building block for the construction of automatic algorithms
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to perform design space exploration to identify best combinations of cross-layer protection mechanisms to apply. Nevertheless, this requires strategies to efficiently explore the space of solutions which are out of the scope of this paper.

4.4 Performance
After showing the capability of SyRA, it is interesting to analyze
its performance. Fig. 15 reports this information expressed in
hours of simulation on a Xeon workstation running simulations
with 12 parallel threads. The figure shows the full time required
to perform simulations, build the model, and compute the metrics. The only time not considered here is the characterization of
the technology. The time to simulate a single cell (e.g., a SRAM
cell) with a specific technology, voltage and temperature ranges
between 10 to 20 minutes depending on the size of the cell. This
time is mainly occupied by SPICE simulations. The analysis of a
full technology for a single cell considering all different operational points reported in this paper can take from 1 to 3 hours. If
several technologies should be analyzed the cost of the analysis
can take some days. Even if this part of the analysis can be costly
when several alternatives must be evaluated (i.e., different technologies, cell architectures, operational points, etc.), it is worth
to remember that, once a single cell is characterized, the obtained data can be stored and reused several times to analyze
different design.
Fig. 15 clearly shows that the simulation time for SyRA is significantly reduced with respect to GeFIN even when considering
complex applications (on average 68% lower). This is a key requirement during the design phase to explore different crosslayer reliability techniques. It is important to remark that the
simulation time has been computed resorting to a single workstation. Its absolute value can be reduced exploiting parallel machines or machines with higher parallelism. Since all applications run on the same hardware the difference between the considered benchmarks is mainly due to the complexity of the software. Larger software applications require longer simulation
time during the HAL/SAL characterization. Finally, they generate larger models that require more time to be solved.
Fig. 16 shows the different contributions to the global analysis
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Fig. 15: Comparison of the simulation time (hours of simulation) required to compute 𝐴𝑉𝐹x using SyRA and GeFIN.
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Fig. 16: Distribution of the simulation time between the HAL/SAL characterization and the model analysis (SyRA).
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time. HAL and SAL indicate the percentage of time required to
perform simulations to compute the cpt of the two layers, while
SyRA indicates the time required to build and analyze the Bayesian model and to compute the metrics.
The benefit of using SyRA is even more evident when comparing its performance with respect to RTL fault injection. In this
case, the analysis time for the benchmarks considered in Fig. 9
was 2 orders of magnitude higher.

5

RELATED WORK

The analysis of the reliability at the circuit and technology layer
is a very well-established research field. A comprehensive survey of different gate-level circuit reliability analysis techniques
can be found in [45].
The study of the contribution of the hardware architecture to
the resilience of a system to soft errors has received significant
attention by the research community. Several AVF estimation
methods are based on Architectural Correct Execution (ACE)
analysis using architecture level simulators [20][33][46]. These
approaches are complex. They require significant modifications
to the simulators to track resources during the execution of the
program. Therefore, they are limited to the analysis of small programs. Apart for the complexity, accuracy is a general limitation
of these approaches. A 7x AVF over-estimation is reported in
[19]. Even with refined approaches, which require additional
complexity in the simulation, ACE analysis still provides 3x
overestimation. This has a detrimental effect on the system leading to system over-design [20]. According to [20], the conservatism of ACE analysis is due to two key sources: (1) lack of details
in the employed abstract performance models and (2) the presence of what we call Y-Bits that are a result of the single-pass
simulation methodology that is typical of ACE analysis. Some
transient faults dramatically alter the course of execution in a
processor, yet they do not affect the correct execution. These are
Y-Bits. SyRA simulates the full propagation of faults from hardware up to software. At the hardware layer, it precisely models
the hardware structures in which soft errors are injected and the
propagation of each soft error is simulated until the end of the
application to evaluate its fate. Therefore, it does not suffer from
the same approximation of ACE analysis
The first attempt to model the contribution of the software to
the AVF of the system is provided in three seminal papers by
Sridharan and Kaeli [47][48][49]. They introduce the concept of
Program Vulnerability Factor (PVF) to quantify the portion of
the AVF that can be attributed to the executed software. This
concept has been further extended in [49] with the introduction
of the concept of the System Vulnerability Stack. The System
Vulnerability Stack is a significant advance towards the definition of a cross-layer system reliability model. However, its main
drawback is that it oversimplifies the definition of the layers. In
particular, the basic assumption is that the layers are statistically
independent from each other. This allows to compute the AVF
of the system simply as the product of the vulnerability factors
of each layer. Moreover, the layers are not further split into their
composing components, preventing a fine-grained analysis of
the architecture of the system.
Another interesting solution that considers the impact of the
application software running on embedded microprocessors
was discussed in [50]. As in the case of ACE analysis, it is based
on the use of program traces. Therefore, it suffers from inaccuracies due to the fact that it cannot capture important masking

effects introduced during dynamic execution of the software.
Moreover, it is limited to bare metal applications.
Rehman et al. [51] introduce: the Instruction Vulnerability Index (IVI) that calculates the vulnerability of an instruction during its execution in the pipeline, the Function Vulnerability Index (FVI) that joins the IVI of all instructions of a function into a
single index, and the Application Vulnerability Index (AVI) that
joins the FVI of the functions of an application into a single index. This is an interesting idea to provide indications on how to
optimize the software to improve reliability. The main limitation
of the proposed reliability analysis flow is that the contribution
of the hardware is not well defined. Instructions are labeled into
critical and not-critical a priori and not on an application base.
Moreover, the computation of the failure probability and incorrect output probability of each instruction is demanded to faultinjection experiments without detailing how this process should
be carried out. Eventually, the contribution of the program level
error masking is not considered. The same group in [52] shows
how the contribution of the program-level error masking can be
analyzed to generate reliability optimized programs, thus overcoming some of the limitations of the previous publication.
Overall, SyRA makes a step forward. In a single framework, we
are able to model the technology, the hardware micro architecture and the software architecture including the contribution of
the program level error masking.
A very comprehensive study aimed at understanding how
different cross-layer design options influence the reliability of a
system has been presented by Cheng et al. in [2]. They performed an impressive and massive simulation campaigns identifying combinations of selected protection techniques that overall work very well together across different hardware designs
(two processors SPARC Leon3 and Alpha IVM), different software benchmarks and 798 cross-layer combinations. In order to
do so the authors injected 9 million flip-flop soft errors into the
RTL of the processor designs using three BEE3 FPGA emulation
systems and also using mixed-mode simulations on the Stampede supercomputer. This provides a clear picture of how crosslayer reliability techniques can work but still every design has
its own peculiarity and, therefore, the same analysis should be
repeated every time a new design is constructed. The complexity
of the simulations presented in the paper guarantees high accuracy, but, in our opinion is not affordable in the early stages of
the design. In these stages, design decisions should be taken
based on reasonably accurate models but still consuming affordable computing resources as proposed in SyRA.
A first attempt of using a Bayesian cross-layer reliability
model to estimate the system level failure in time was presented
by the authors of this paper in [53]. Despite providing preliminary good results, the model proposed in the paper is simplified
especially when it comes to the way the different layers are interfaced. The basic improvements of SyRA with respect to this
work have been already discussed in the introduction of this paper. We would like to mention here that, without the improvements provided in this paper, the analysis of complex applications such as rta and hpc would have created scalability issues.
Since the possibility of analyzing complex systems running
complex applications is a key characteristic of our framework,
working on its scalability in order to handle large applications
has been a significant step forward.
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